
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

BROWNSVILLE DIVISION 
 

LAURA MIRELES,    § 
      § 
 Plaintiff,    § 
      § 
v.      § 
      § 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,  § 
DANIEL RIANO, Individually  § Civil Action No. 1:13-CV-00157 
 Defendants.    § 
     
 

MOTION TO DISMISS COMPLAINT  
FOR LACK OF JURISDICTION UNDER FED. R. CIV. P. 12(B)(1) AND   
FOR FAILURE TO STATE A CLAIM UNDER FED. R. CIV. P. 12(B)(6) 
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Defendants United States of America and Daniel Riano, individually, by and through the 

United States Attorney for the Southern District of Texas, respectfully move this Court to 

dismiss the complaint filed in the above captioned matter for lack of jurisdiction and for failure 

to state a claim for which relief can be granted.  

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
 

Laura Mireles (hereinafter “Plaintiff”) filed a civil action in this Court on December 6, 

2013, naming the United States and Daniel Riano as defendants. Defendant Riano is sued in his 

individual capacity for conduct in the course of his employment as an officer of U.S. Customs 

and Border Protection (CBP). Pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Federal 

Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), the complaint alleges Fourth Amendment claims 

against Defendant Riano for unreasonable seizure, false arrest, false imprisonment, and excessive 

force. Separately, pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, Plaintiff alleges claims against the 
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United States for battery, assault, false arrest and imprisonment, and intentional infliction of 

emotional distress.  

As explained in this motion, the Court should dismiss the claims against the federal 

defendants on the following grounds: 

(1) Plaintiff’s FTCA claims against the United States should be dismissed pursuant to 

28 U.S.C. § 2680(c), which bars claims to the extent that they arise in respect of 

the assessment or collection of any tax or customs duty, or the detention of any 

goods, merchandise, or other property by any officer of customs or excise or any 

other law enforcement officer. 

(2) Plaintiff’s claims against Defendant Riano for constitutional violations should be 

dismissed on qualified immunity grounds.  

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS IN PLAINTIFF’S COMPLAINT 
 

In support of this motion to dismiss, Defendants summarize Plaintiff’s complaint for the 

Court’s consideration: 

Plaintiff, Laura Mireles, alleges that she is a United States citizen by birth who resides in 

Brownsville, Texas. (Compl. ¶ 9.) Plaintiff is employed at Brady’s Duty Free, which is located 

on the United States side of the Veterans International Bridge, at the Brownsville Port of Entry. 

(Compl. ¶ 11.) 

On November 5, 2012, Plaintiff was working at Brady’s Duty Free. (Compl. ¶ 14.) To 

close the store at the end of her shift, Plaintiff was required to obtain the building keys from a 

coworker in Mexico. (Compl. ¶ 14.) At approximately 8:00 p.m., Plaintiff traveled in a vehicle 

from Brady’s Duty Free to Mexico. (Compl. ¶ 15.) Plaintiff crossed the border from the United 
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States to Mexico using the Veterans International Bridge, obtained the store keys, and then began 

her return to Brady’s Duty Free. (Compl. ¶ 15.) 

When returning to the United States, Plaintiff used the Secure Electronic Network for 

Travelers Rapid Inspection (SENTRI) lane at the Veterans International Bridge. (Compl. ¶ 16.) 

Plaintiff is an approved participant in the SENTR1 program, which “provides expedited CBP 

processing for pre-approved, low-risk travelers.” (Compl. ¶¶ 16, 17.) 

Upon arrival at the SENTRI lane, Plaintiff asked permission to use the “return lane” to 

travel to Brady’s Duty Free. (Compl. ¶ 19.) Notably, the return lane bypasses X-ray machines at 

the Veterans International Bridge and also shortens the drive time to Brady’s Duty Free. (Compl. 

¶ 19.) The U.S. Customs and Border Protection Officer (CBPO) assigned to the SENTRI lane 

authorized Plaintiff to use the return lane to access Brady’s Duty Free. (Compl. ¶ 19.) Plaintiff 

then traveled to Brady’s Duty Free using the return lane. (Compl. ¶ 20.) The diagram below 

illustrates the route traveled by Plaintiff: 
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Plaintiff closed up the store and entered her vehicle in the parking lot of Brady’s Duty 

Free. (Compl. ¶ 21.) At the time same, another one of Plaintiff’s coworkers, Nadia Karina Diaz, 

exited Brady’s Duty Free and entered her separate vehicle. (Compl. ¶ 21.) Before Plaintiff and 

Nadia Karina Diaz could exit the Brady’s Duty Free, a CBP vehicle, with its emergency lights 

activated, arrived in the parking lot. (Compl. ¶ 21.) Defendant Riano and his partner, Officer 

Canaba, exited the vehicle. Defendant Riano questioned why Plaintiff had avoided the X-ray 

machines on Veterans Bridge while entering the United States. Plaintiff indicated that she was 

given permission to use the return lane by the SENTRI officer. (Compl. ¶¶ 22-23.) Defendant 

Riano radioed the SENTRI officer and confirmed that Plaintiff indeed was given permission to 

use the return lane. (Compl. ¶ 24.) Nevertheless, because Plaintiff had avoided the layered 

inspectional process at the port of entry, Defendant Riano informed Plaintiff that he was going to 

conduct a search her vehicle and the vehicle being driven by Nadia Karina Diaz. (Compl. ¶ 25.) 

Both Plaintiff and Nadia Karina Diaz agreed to the searches. (Compl. ¶ 25.) 

Defendant Riano then ordered Plaintiff to exit her vehicle. (Compl. ¶ 26.) He also ordered 

Nadia Karina Diaz to exit her separate vehicle. (Compl. ¶ 26.) Both Plaintiff and Nadia Karina 

Diaz exited their vehicles. (Compl. ¶¶ 26.) 

Defendant Riano conducted a search of Plaintiff’s vehicle’s interior and trunk. (Compl. 

¶¶ 27-28.) In connection with his search of Plaintiff’s vehicle, Defendant Riano also proceeded 

to conduct of search of Plaintiff’s purse, which was located on the passenger seat of her vehicle. 

(Compl. ¶ 30.) 

While Defendant Riano was initially conducting his search of Plaintiff’s vehicle, Plaintiff 

obeyed his commands and stood away from the vehicle. (Compl. ¶ 30.) However, while 

Defendant Riano was conducting a search of her purse, she moved closure to the vehicle. 
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(Compl. ¶ 30.) Defendant Riano instructed Plaintiff to move away. (Compl. ¶ 32.) Plaintiff did 

not move away as instructed; instead, she asked if her purse was being searched. (Compl. ¶ 32.) 

For a second time, Defendant Riano instructed Plaintiff to move away from vehicle. (Compl. ¶ 

32.) Plaintiff still did not comply with this order. (Compl. ¶ 32.) Instead of moving away as 

instructed, she told Defendant Riano that she wanted to watch the search of her purse. (Compl. ¶ 

32.) According to Plaintiff, Defendant Riano grabbed her with his hands and threw her to the 

ground. (Compl. ¶¶ 35-36.) Plaintiff asserts that this force caused her jeans to rip open and her to 

suffer a large knee wound as well as cuts and abrasions. (Compl. ¶¶ 36-37.) Plaintiff claims that 

Defendant Riano applied handcuffs on her and also threatened to use a taser on her. (Compl. ¶¶ 

41-42.) Defendant Riano then placed Plaintiff in a CBP vehicle and transported her to a CBP 

office at the Port of Entry. (Compl. ¶¶ 44-45.) An ambulance soon arrived on scene because 

Plaintiff requested medical attention. (Compl. ¶¶ 49-50.) However, the handcuffs placed on her 

wrists could not be removed, and the fire department was called to assist with their removal. 

(Compl. ¶ 52.) Plaintiff was ultimately taken to the hospital for medical treatment. (Compl. ¶ 

53.) 

In Plaintiff’s complaint, (Dkt. 1), it is asserted that Plaintiff miscarried a pregnancy as a 

result of this incident. (Compl. ¶ 54.) However, during discovery in connection with this 

litigation Plaintiff has since abandoned the claim that she miscarried a pregnancy as a result of 

this encounter with CBP.   

ARGUMENT 
 

I. Applicable Legal Standards 
 

A. Rule 12(b)(1) Motion 
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If a plaintiff lacks standing to bring a claim, the Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction 

over the claim and dismissal under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(1) is appropriate. 

Whitmore v. Arkansas, 495 U.S. 149, 154–55 (1990).  Once the defendant objects to a lack of 

subject matter jurisdiction, plaintiff bears the burden of establishing that the court has subject 

matter jurisdiction. Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 561 (1992). To survive a 

motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(1), plaintiff must prove that the Court has jurisdiction to hear 

the case. Kokkonen v. Guardian Life Ins. Co., 511 U.S. 375, 377 (1994) (“Federal courts are of 

limited jurisdiction . . . . It is to be presumed that a cause lies outside this limited jurisdiction, and 

the burden of establishing the contrary rests on the party asserting jurisdiction.”). “Lack of 

subject matter jurisdiction may be found in any one of three instances: (1) the complaint alone; 

(2) the complaint supplemented by undisputed facts evidenced in the record; or (3) the complaint 

supplemented by undisputed facts plus the court’s resolution of disputed facts.” Ramming v. 

United States, 281 F.3d 158, 161 (5th Cir. 2001). Further, “a Rule 12(b)(1) motion to dismiss 

cannot be converted into a motion for summary judgment.” Green v. Forney Eng'g Co., 589 F.2d 

243, 246 (5th Cir.1979). A district court may consider materials attached to a motion to dismiss 

pursuant to Rule 12(b)(1) “if the material is pertinent to the question of the District Court's 

jurisdiction since it is always the obligation of a federal court to determine if it has jurisdiction.” 

Id. (quoting State of Alabama ex rel. Baxley v. Woody, 473 F.2d 10, 12 (5th Cir. 1973)). 

B. Rule 12(b)(6) Motion 

“Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8(a)(2) requires only ‘a short and plain statement of the 

claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief,’ in order to ‘give the defendant fair notice of 

what the ... claim is and the grounds upon which it rests.’” Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 

544, 555 (2007) (quoting Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41, 47 (1957)) (citation omitted) (alteration 
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in original). “Under Rule 12(b)(6), a claim may be dismissed when a plaintiff fails to allege 

sufficient facts that, taken as true, state a claim that is plausible on its face.” Amacker v. 

Renaissance Asset Mgmt. LLC, 657 F.3d 252, 254 (5th Cir. 2011).  To withstand dismissal, a 

complaint must contain “factual content that allows the court to draw the reasonable inference 

that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged.” Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 

(2009). 

In reviewing a Rule 12(b)(6) motion, a “court accepts all well-pleaded facts as true, 

viewing them in the light most favorable to the plaintiff.” In re Katrina Canal Breaches 

Litigation, 495 F.3d 191, 205 (5th Cir. 2007) (internal quotation marks and citations omitted). A 

court may also “consider documents attached to a motion to dismiss that ‘are referred to in the 

plaintiff's complaint and are central to the plaintiff's claim.’” Sullivan v. Leor Energy, LLC, 600 

F.3d 542, 546 (5th Cir. 2010) (quoting Scanlan v. Tex. A&M Univ., 343 F.3d 533, 536 (5th Cir. 

2003)). Likewise, “[i]n deciding a 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss, a court may permissibly refer to 

matters of public record.” Cinel v. Connick, 15 F.3d 1338, 1343 n.6 (5th Cir. 1994) (citation 

omitted). This includes pleadings and transcripts in Plaintiff’s prior criminal trial. See Funk v. 

Stryker Corp., 631 F.3d 777, 783 (5th Cir. 2011) (stating, in upholding district court’s dismissal 

pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6), that “[t]he district court took appropriate judicial notice of publically 

available documents and transcripts produced by the [Food and Drug Administration], which 

were matters of public record directly relevant to the issue at hand”); see also Hinton v. Shaw 

Pittman Potts & Trowbridge, 257 F. Supp. 2d 96, 100 n.5 (D.D.C. 2003) (“[T]he court may take 

judicial notice of matters of a general public nature, such as court records, without converting the 

motion to dismiss into one for summary judgment.” (internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting 

Baker v. Henderson, 150 F. Supp. 2d 13, 15 (D.D.C. 2001))). 
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On the other hand, “conclusory allegations or legal conclusions masquerading as factual 

conclusions will not suffice to prevent dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6).” ABC Arbitrage Plaintiffs 

Group v. Tchuruk, 291 F.3d 336, 348 (5th Cir. 2002). Likewise, “a court need not accept as true 

allegations that contradict matters properly subject to judicial notice or by exhibit.” Sprewell v. 

Golden State Warriors, 266 F.3d 979, 988 (9th Cir. 2001). “While a complaint attacked by a 

Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss does not need detailed factual allegations, a plaintiff’s obligation 

to provide the ‘grounds’ of his ‘entitle[ment] to relief’ requires more than labels and conclusion, 

and a formulaic recitation of the elements of a cause of action will not do.” Twombly, 550 U.S. at 

555 (quoting Rule 8(a)(2)) (citations omitted) (alteration in original).  

II. Plaintiff’s claims under the FTCA are foreclosed by the customs-duty exception 
set forth in 28 U.S.C. § 2680(c). 

 
The Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) holds the Government liable for “injury or loss of 

property, or personal injury or death caused by the negligent or wrongful act” of federal 

employees acting within the scope of their employment. 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b)(1). The FTCA 

imposes liability on the Government “in accordance with the law of the place where the act or 

omission occurred,” id., making the Government liable “in the same manner and to the same 

extent as a private individual under like circumstances.” 28 U.S.C. §§ 2674, 1346(b)(1). 

The FTCA “contains numerous exceptions to the general waiver of immunity, among 

them the customs-duty exception found in [28 U.S.C.] § 2680(c).” Jeanmarie v. United States, 

242 F.3d 600, 602 (5th Cir. 2001). As written, the customs-duty exception bars liability for 

“[a]ny claim arising in respect of the assessment or collection of any tax or customs duty, or the 

detention of any goods, merchandise, or other property by any officer of customs or excise or 

any other law enforcement officer.” 28 U.S.C. § 2680(c).  
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In Kosak v. United States, 465 U.S. 848, 854 (1984), the United States Supreme Court 

determined that 28 U.S.C. § 2680(c) includes within its scope any claim “‘arising out of’ the 

detention of goods, and includes a claim resulting from negligent handling or storage of detained 

property.” This includes any claim related “to the detention of imported goods in appraisers’ 

warehouse or customs houses, as well as seizures by law enforcement officers, internal revenue 

officers, and the like.” Id. at 856 (internal quotation marks omitted). For instance, in Ali v. Fed. 

Bureau of Prisons, 552 U.S. 214, 216, 227-28 (2008), the United States Supreme Court recently 

held that claims against corrections officers who are accused of mishandling an inmate’s 

property fall within the FTCA’s customs-duty exception to the United States’ waiver of 

sovereign immunity. Likewise, in Chapa v. U.S. Dep’t of Justice, 339 F.3d 388, 390 (5th Cir. 

2003) (per curiam), the Fifth Circuit held that the process of inspecting and inventorying 

property constitutes a detention under 28 U.S.C. § 2680(c). Similarly, the courts have interpreted 

28 U.S.C. § 2680(c) broadly to encompass any activity “remotely related to [an officer’s] official 

duties.” Capozzoli v. Tracey, 663 F.2d 654, 658 (5th Cir. 1981). Accordingly, it now is well 

established that 28 U.S.C. § 2680(c) “forecloses lawsuits against the United States for the 

unlawful detention of property by ‘any, not just ‘some,’ law enforcement officers.” Ali, 552 U.S. 

at 228 (emphasis added).  

In this case, the 28 U.S.C. § 2680(c) framework clearly applies to preclude liability 

against the United States. The record reflects that Defendant Riano and CBPO Canaba stopped 

Plaintiff’s vehicle in the parking lot of Brady’s Duty Free immediately after she passed inbound 

inspection and utilized the turnaround lane without continuing through the remainder of the 

layered inspection process. Defendant Riano and CBPO Canaba then proceeded to conduct a 

search of Plaintiff’s vehicle and purse. Clearly, the decision of CBPO Riano and CBPO Canaba 
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to stop and search Plaintiff’s vehicle and purse constituted a “detention” within the meaning of 

28 U.S.C. § 2680(c). See Jeanmarie, 242 F.3d at 604 (noting that “detention” encompasses the 

“inspection, seizure, or detention of goods.”). Moreover, because 28 U.S.C. § 2680(c) applies to 

“any claim ‘arising out of’ the detention of goods,” Kosak, 465 U.S. at 854, including claims 

involving “assault and battery and for false arrest and imprisonment,” Jeanmarie, 242 F.3d at 

604, there is little question that the alleged tortious conduct in this case is covered by the 

customs-duty exception, Halverson v. United States, 972 F.2d 654, 656 (5th Cir. 1992) (“The 

Supreme Court has interpreted § 2680(c) to cover not only damages occurring in the act of 

detention itself, but also those flowing from the detention, such as the negligent storing of 

antiques or art objects.”).  

Defendant United States acknowledges that in Davila v. United States, 713 F.3d 248 (5th 

Cir. 2013), the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit held that tortious conduct that 

occurs well after the completion of a vehicle search is not protected by the customs-duty 

exception. See id. at 257. In that case,  

[the claimant was] searched at the primary inspection checkpoint and for two 
additional hours while the Border Patrol agents waited for a K–9 unit to be 
brought in from a different checkpoint for additional screening. He [did] not 
allege that the Border Patrol agents committed any intentional tort during this 
time. After the two hours lapsed, [claimant] left in the vehicle, leaving [claimant’s 
son] and [girlfriend] behind at the inspection site, and was pursued and caught by 
Brewster County officers. The intentional tort against [claimant] occurred only 
after [his son] had left the checkpoint in the vehicle. The false imprisonment 
claim arose out of the officers’ arrest and detention of [claimant] in a county jail, 
located away from the checkpoint. No contraband had been found in the vehicle, 
the search had long since ended, and [his son] had been caught by the time that 
[claimant] was arrested and detained. 

 

Id. at 257. 
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 By contrast, in the present case the alleged tortious conduct occurred while the search of 

Plaintiff’s vehicle was ongoing. Therefore, the customs-duty exception clearly applies to bar 

consideration of the alleged torts at issue in this case. See id. at 256 (“We [have] held that his 

claim was barred by the detention-of-goods exception because it occurred while the search was 

ongoing.” (citing Jeanmarie, 242 F.3d at 604)).  

Defendant United States recognizes that 28 U.S.C. § 2680(h) provides that sovereign 

immunity is waived for “any claim arising out of assault, battery, false imprisonment, false 

arrest, abuse of process, or malicious prosecution,” where such claims result from “acts or 

omissions of investigative or law enforcement officers of the United States Government,” and 

that in Millbrook v. United States, 133 S. Ct. 1441, 1446 (2013), the United States Supreme 

Court held that this “law enforcement proviso extends to acts or omissions of law enforcement 

officers that arise within the scope of their employment, regardless of whether the officers are 

engaged in investigative or law enforcement activity, or are executing a search, seizing evidence, 

or making an arrest.” Nevertheless, in Davila, a post-Millbrook case, the United States Court of 

Appeals for the Fifth Circuit reiterated that “intentional torts committed by law enforcement 

officers are exempt from FTCA suits when such torts were committed during circumstances that 

would warrant a detention-of-goods1 exception.” Davila, 713 F.3d at 256. Thus, despite the fact 

that the allegations in this case may be characterized as intentional tortious conduct by law 

enforcement officers, the customs-duty exception set forth in 28 U.S.C. § 2680(c) fully applies. 

For these reasons, the Court should find that the customs-duty exception jurisdictionally 

precludes consideration of Plaintiff’s FTCA claims against Defendant United States. See 

Johnson v. United States, 323 Fed. Appx. 310, 311–12 (5th Cir. 2009) (unpublished) (“If a claim 

                                                 
1 The Fifth Circuit’s reference to “detention-of-goods” in Davila is just another label for the 
“customs-duty” exception set forth in 28 U.S.C. § 2680(c). 
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against the United States falls under § 2680(c), federal courts lack subject matter jurisdiction to 

entertain it.” (citing City of Garland v. Zum Indus., Inc., 870 F.2d 320, 326 (5th Cir. 1989))).  

III. Plaintiff’s claims against Defendant Riano for constitutional violations should be 
dismissed because Defendant Riano has qualified immunity. 
 

Plaintiff argues that Defendant Riano violated her Fourth Amendment rights based on an 

alleged unreasonable seizure, false arrest, false imprisonment, and excessive use of force. 

However, as explained below, Plaintiff has failed to adduce any evidence that would create a 

triable issue of fact with regard to whether Defendant Riano violated Plaintiff’s clearly 

established Fourth Amendment rights.  

In Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388, 

391 (1971), the United States Supreme Court held that the violation of a person's constitutional 

rights by a federal official may give rise to an action for monetary damages in federal court. 

Nevertheless, as recognized in common law, public officers require some form of immunity from 

suits for damages to shield them from undue interference with their duties and from potentially 

disabling threats of liability. Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 800, 806 (1982). The Supreme 

Court has recognized two kinds of immunity defenses for government officials: absolute 

immunity and qualified immunity. Id. at 807. Absolute immunity has been extended to those 

officials whose special functions or constitutional status requires complete protection from suit, 

such as legislators, judges, prosecutors, and the President. Id. For other executive officials in 

general, qualified immunity is the norm. Id.  

Under the qualified immunity doctrine established by the Supreme Court in Harlow, 

government officials performing official functions “are shielded from liability for civil damages 

insofar as their conduct does not violate clearly established constitutional rights of which a 

reasonable person would have known.” 457 U.S. at 818; see also Butz v. Economou, 438 U.S. 
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478 (1978); Bennett v. City of Grand Prairie, Texas, 883 F.2d 400, 408 (5th Cir. 1989).  Whether 

an official can be held personally liable for an allegedly unconstitutional official action turns on 

the objective legal reasonableness of the action at the time that it occurred. Anderson v. 

Creighton, 483 U.S. 635, 640 (1987). The general rule of qualified immunity is intended to 

provide government officials with the ability reasonably to anticipate when their conduct may 

give rise to liability for damages; where that rule is applicable, officials can know that they will 

not be held personally liable as long as their actions are reasonable in light of current American 

law. Id. at 646.   

Qualified immunity therefore protects all federal employees save those who are plainly 

incompetent or those who knowingly violate the law. Malley v. Briggs, 475 U.S. 335, 341 

(1986). Allegations that do not meet this standard must be dismissed as a matter of law. Mitchell 

v. Forsyth, 472 U.S. 511, 526 (1985). Consequently, insubstantial claims against government 

officials should be resolved prior to discovery. Harlow, 457 U.S. at 818-19. This is so because 

qualified immunity is an entitlement not to stand trial or face the other burdens of litigation, as 

such, the privilege is an immunity from suit rather than a mere defense to liability, and like an 

absolute immunity, it is effectively lost if a case is erroneously permitted to go to trial. Mitchell, 

472 U.S. at 526. 

When a governmental official with discretionary authority is sued for damages and 

properly raises the defense of qualified immunity,2 the plaintiff bears the burden of rebutting that 

defense. Johnson v. Deep East Texas Regional Narcotics Trafficking Task Force, 379 F.3d 293, 

301 (5th Cir. 2004). Moreover, a plaintiff’s complaint must consist of more than mere 
                                                 
2 Qualified immunity is an affirmative defense which must be pleaded by a defendant official.  
Harlow, 475 U.S. at 815. Defendant Riano raised qualified immunity as an affirmative defense in 
the answer to Plaintiff’s complaint. Further, Defendant will file a separate motion to stay 
discovery to preserve his “immunity from suit.” See id. at 818-19; Mitchell, 472 U.S. at 526. 
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conclusions to defeat a qualified immunity defense. Schultea v. Wood, 47 F.3d 1427, 1433-34 

(5th Cir. 1995).  A federal district court must insist that a plaintiff suing a public official for a 

civil rights violation file a short and plain statement in his complaint, and the statement must rest 

on more than mere conclusions alone. Id.   

To defeat a claim of qualified immunity, a plaintiff must show: (1) the government 

official violated a statutory or constitutional right; and (2) the right was clearly established at the 

time of the challenged conduct. Harlow, 457 U.S. at 818.  

In Saucier v. Katz, 533 U.S. 194, 202 (2001), the United States Supreme Court stated that 

qualified immunity analysis must begin with the question of whether the Deputies' conduct, as 

alleged, violated a constitutional right. More recently, however, the United States Supreme Court 

has held that rigid chronological adherence to the Saucier two-step methodology is not 

mandatory. Pearson v. Callahan, 555 U.S. 223, 236 (2009). As explained in Pearson, although 

the Saucier methodology will be “often beneficial”, the lower courts now have discretion as to 

the order in which they may wish to address the two prongs of the qualified immunity analysis. 

In a more recent en banc decision, Morgan v. Swanson, 659 F.3d 359 (5th Cir. 2011), the 

Fifth Circuit discussed the circumstances when it is appropriate to leap over Saucier’s first step. 

These include: 

(1) “cases in which the constitutional question is so fact bound that the decision 
provides little guidance for future cases”; (2) “when it appears that the question 
will soon be decided by a higher court”; (3) “[a] constitutional decision resting on 
an uncertain interpretation of state law”; (4) “[w]hen qualified immunity is 
asserted at the pleading stage”; and “the precise factual basis for the plaintiff's 
claim or claims [is] hard to identify”; and (5) “circumstances in which the first 
step of the Saucier procedure may create a risk of bad decision-making.” 

 
Id. at 384-85. 
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 As recognized by the Morgan court, the Supreme Court has instructed that courts “should 

‘think hard, and then think hard again’ before unnecessarily deciding the merits of a 

constitutional issue, and thus risk ‘turning small cases into large ones.’ Id. at 385 (quoting 

Camreta v. Greene, 131 S. Ct. 2020, 2032 (2011)); see also Ashcroft v. al-Kidd, 131 S. Ct. 2074, 

2080 (2011) (“Courts should think carefully before expending ‘scarce judicial resources’ to 

resolve difficult and novel questions of constitutional or statutory interpretation that will ‘have 

no effect on the outcome of the case.’” (quoting Pearson, 555 U.S. at 237-242)).  

“When a defendant invokes qualified immunity, the burden is on the plaintiff to 

demonstrate the inapplicability of the defense.” McClendon v. City of Columbia, 305 F.3d 314, 

323 (5th Cir. 2002) (internal citation omitted). “Heightened pleading in qualified immunity cases 

requires that plaintiffs rest their complaint on more than conclusions alone and plead their case 

with precision and factual specificity.” Nunez v. Simms, 341 F.3d 385, 388 (5th Cir. 2003) (citing 

Reyes v. Sazan, 168 F.3d 158, 161 (5th Cir. 1999)). 

A. Plaintiff’s unreasonable search and seizure claim3 must fail because, as a 
Customs and Border Protection Officer, Defendant Riano had authority to 
conduct a search and seizure of Plaintiff at the United States border. 

 
The Fourth Amendment protects against “unreasonable searches and seizures,” U.S. 

Const., amend. IV, including investigatory stops and detentions. See United States v. Sharpe, 470 

U.S. 675, 682 (1985). “[W]arrantless searches and seizures are unreasonable per se unless they 

fall within a few narrowly defined exceptions.” United States v. Rivas, 157 F.3d 364, 367 (5th 

Cir. 1998). The border search is one such exception, and it has a “history as old as the fourth 

amendment itself.” United States v. Ramsey, 431 U.S. 606, 619 (1977).  “Since the founding of 

                                                 
3 Plaintiff also alleges a false imprisonment and false arrest claims based on the Fourth 
Amendment. However, this is no different than alleging that Plaintiff’s Fourth Amendment rights 
against unreasonable search and seizure were violated.  
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our Republic, Congress has granted the Executive plenary authority to conduct routine searches 

and seizures at the border, without probable cause or a warrant, in order to regulate the collection 

of duties and to prevent the introduction of contraband into this country.” United States v. 

Montoya de Hernandez, 473 U.S. 531, 537 (1985).  

Congress has conferred broad authority on customs officers to search all persons coming 

into the United States from foreign countries. 19 U.S.C. § 1582; 19 C.F.R. § 162.6. Pursuant to 

19 U.S.C. § 1581(a),  

Any officer of the customs may at any time go on board of any vessel or vehicle 
at any place in the United States or within the customs waters or, as he may be 
authorized, within a customs-enforcement area established under the Anti-
Smuggling Act [19 U.S.C.A. 1701 et seq.], or at any other authorized place, 
without as well as within his district, and examine the manifest and other 
documents and papers and examine, inspect, and search the vessel or vehicle and 
every part thereof and any person, trunk, package, or cargo on board, and to this 
end may hail and stop such vessel or vehicle, and use all necessary force to 
compel compliance. 
 
In turn, 19 U.S.C. § 1595(b) authorizes CBPOs “to make searches and seizures, or any 

person assisting him or acting under his directions, may, if deemed necessary by him or them, 

enter into or upon or pass through the lands, enclosures, and buildings, other than the dwelling 

house, of any person whomsoever, in the discharge of his official duties.” It is well settled that 

such border searches are inherently reasonable and may take place either at inbound or outbound. 

See United States v. Williams, 617 F.2d 1063, 1095 (5th Cir. 1980) (en banc) (“Searches of 

persons or vehicles crossing our international boundary ‘are reasonable simply by virtue of the 

fact that they occur at the border.’” (quoting Ramsey, 431 U.S. at 616)); see also United States v. 

Odutayo, 406 F.3d 386, 392 (5th Cir. 2005) (“[T]oday we join our sister circuits in holding that 

the border search exception applies for all outgoing searches at the border.”). 
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A traveler crossing an international boundary may reasonably be required “to identify 

himself as entitled to come in, and his belongings as effects which may be lawfully brought in.” 

Thus, at the border one’s expectation of privacy is less than in the interior and the Fourth 

Amendment balance between the government's interests and the traveler's privacy rights is 

“struck much more favorably to the Government.” Montoya de Hernandez, 473 U.S. at  534. 

Thus, routine searches of persons at the border “are not subject to any requirement of reasonable 

suspicion, probable cause or warrant.” Id. at 538. Rather, such searches are deemed reasonable 

under the Fourth Amendment “by the single fact that the person or item in question has entered 

into our country from outside.” Ramsey, 431 U.S. at 619. Because “a port of entry is not a 

traveler’s home . . . [her] right to be let alone neither prevents the search of his luggage nor the 

seizure of unprotected, but illegal, materials when his possession of them is discovered.” United 

States v. Thirty–Seven Photographs, 402 U.S. 363 (1971). 

In the instant case, Plaintiff was permitted by the SENTRI officer to use the turnaround 

lane to enter the United States and return to Brady’s Duty Free. However, on account of apparent 

communication issues, Defendant Riano viewed Plaintiff as a potential absconder and exercised 

his authority to stop and search her person and vehicle immediately after she passed inbound 

inspection and utilized the turnaround lane and as Plaintiff was departing Brady’s for Mexico. 

See Odutayo, 406 F.3d at 392. Indeed, Brady’s Duty Free is located south of outbound 

operations on the United States border. Accordingly, whether construed as a search at inbound or 

outbound, there is little doubt that the search and seizure of Plaintiff’s person, vehicle, and 

property constituted a border search for which no suspicion was required.  

The situation in this case quickly changed when Plaintiff disobeyed Defendant Riano’s 

request to remain where she was standing, became combative, and resisted the request to search 
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her purse. See Farrah v. Gondella, 725 F. Supp. 2d 238, 248 (D. Mass. 2010) (“There is no right 

under state or federal law to resist an arrest or search, even one that is illegal from its 

inception.”). As explained by the Supreme Court in Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386, 396 

(1989), “Fourth Amendment jurisprudence has long recognized that the right to make an arrest or 

investigatory stop necessarily carries with it the right to use some degree of physical coercion or 

threat thereof to effect it.” Similarly, the U.S. Supreme Court has repeatedly reaffirmed the view 

that traffic stops are “especially fraught with danger to police officers.” Arizona v. Johnson, 555 

U.S. 323, 330 (2009), and that “‘[t]he risk of harm to both the police and the occupants [of a 

stopped vehicle] is minimized, . . . if the officers routinely exercise unquestioned command of 

the situation.’” Id. (brackets in original) (quoting Maryland v. Wilson, 519 U.S. 404, 414 

(1997)); see also Brendlin v. California, 551 U.S. 249, 258 (2007) (recognizing that the principle 

of unquestioned police command is the reflection of “a societal expectation”); Michigan v. Long, 

463 U.S. 1032, 1047 (1983) (“[I]nvestigative detentions involving suspects in vehicles are 

especially fraught with danger to police officers.”). At the time he was conducting the search, 

Defendant Riano had no idea what was in Plaintiff’s purse or vehicle. See United States v. Salas, 

879 F.2d 530, 535 (9th Cir. 1989) (“A weapon can be concealed under the seat of a vehicle. It is 

readily accessible to be used to harm any police officer who approaches an automobile . . . .”); 

United States v. Vigo, 487 F.2d 295, 298 (2d Cir.1973) (search of defendant's purse upheld after 

search of companion, a suspected drug dealer, turned up a loaded concealed gun; the court stated, 

“a lady's handbag is the most likely place for a woman similarly to conceal a weapon”). 

Accordingly, it was appropriate from Defendant Riano to further extend the seizure of 

Plaintiff in an effort to control the situation.  Accordingly, Defendant Riano worked quickly with 

CBPO Canaba to restrain Plaintiff, complete his search, and resolve the situation. Moreover, 
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Defendant Riano’s contact with Plaintiff ceased as soon as she was turned over to the 

Brownsville Fire Department for transportation to a local hospital. There simply is no evidence 

that the search and seizure of Plaintiff violated clearly established law.  

B. Plaintiff has failed to demonstrate a clearly established Fourth Amendment 
violation based on the use of excessive force. 

 
To state a Fourth Amendment excessive force claim, Plaintiff must show that “she 

suffered (1) an injury that (2) resulted directly and only from the use of force that was excessive 

to the need and that (3) the force used was objectively unreasonable.” Flores v. City of Palacios, 

381 F.3d 391, 396 (5th Cir.2004); Poole v. City of Shreveport, 691 F.3d 624, 630 (5th Cir. 2012) 

(“[O]ur accepted qualified immunity analysis in the excessive force context focuses on (1) an 

injury (2) which resulted directly and only from a use of force that was clearly excessive, and (3) 

the excessiveness of which was clearly unreasonable.” (internal quotation marks omitted)). 

Courts have recognized “the value of giving officers control over the movements of 

people involved in a traffic stop as helpful in limiting the risk of danger to the police and the 

occupants of the car.” United States v. Williams, 419 F.3d. 1029, 1034 (9th Cir. 2005). Thus, 

“[g]iving officers the authority to control all movement in a traffic encounter is sensibly 

consistent with the public interest in protecting their safety.”  

In this case, Defendant’s Riano’s decision to use physical force against Plaintiff was not 

clearly a violation of Plaintiff’s Fourth Amendment rights. It is undisputed that when Defendant 

Riano instructed to Plaintiff to stay back from the vehicle while he was conducting his search, 

Plaintiff did not promptly comply with these commands but instead became uncooperative. This 

led Defendant Riano to again—a second time—instruct Plaintiff to move back from the vehicle. 

Thus, Plaintiff repeatedly ignored Defendant’s Riano’s request to stand back from the vehicle 

while he was conducting a search. Such obstructionist conduct obviously placed Defendant 
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Riano in fear for his safety and gave him just cause to restrain Plaintiff by force. See Deville v. 

Marcantel, 567 F.3d 156, 169 (5th Cir. 2009) (per curiam) (“Officers may consider a suspect’s 

refusal to comply with instructions during a traffic stop in assessing whether physical force is 

needed to effectuate the suspect’s compliance.”); see also United States v. Merkley, 988 F.2d 

1062, 1064 (10th Cir. 1993) (holding that the police officers’ drawing of firearms and use of 

handcuffs was a reasonable use of force under the circumstances); United States v. Hardnett, 804 

F.2d 353, 357 (6th Cir. 1986) (“Where the display or use of arms is viewed as ‘reasonably 

necessary for the protection of the officers,’ the courts have generally upheld investigative stops 

made at gunpoint.”); United States v. Taylor, 716 F.2d 701, 708-709 (9th Cir. 1983) (drawing 

gun, ordering defendant to lie face down in ditch and handcuffing him was reasonable where, in 

investigatory stop, defendant repeatedly refused to obey orders and made furtive movements 

with his hands). In light of Plaintiff’s refusal to comply with the prior lawful commands of 

Defendant Riano, there was good reason for Defendant Riano believe that Plaintiff was an 

immediate threat to his and CBPO Canaba’s safety. See Menuel v. City of Atlanta, 25 F.3d 990, 

995 (11th Cir. 1994) (“From the vantage of an officer whose life is jeopardized, a potential 

arrestee who is neither physically subdued nor compliantly yielding remains capable of 

generating surprise, aggression, and death.”). Accordingly, the Court should conclude that the 

decision of Defendant Riano to take Plaintiff to the ground was “‘objectively reasonable’ in light 

of the facts and circumstances confronting them, without regard to their underlying intent or 

motivation.” Graham, 490 U.S. at 397; see Draper v. Reynolds, 369 F.3d 1270, 1278 (11th Cir. 

2004) (finding no excessive force when an officer tased a stopped truck driver, and the driver, 

who had been instructed to step behind his vehicle, “was hostile, belligerent, and uncooperative,” 
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yelled at the officer, and refused to comply with five commands to retrieve certain documents 

from his vehicle).  

Although Plaintiff contends that Defendant Riano’s use of handcuffs was unreasonable, 

“[i] is well established . . . that when officers are presented with serious danger in the course of 

carrying out an investigative detention, they may brandish weapons or even constrain the suspect 

with handcuffs in order to control the scene and protect their safety.” United States v. Fisher, 364 

F.3d 970, 973 (8th Cir. 2004). This is especially true given Plaintiff’s level of noncompliance 

during a lawful search at the border. See Menuel v. City of Atlanta, 25 F.3d 990, 995 (11th Cir. 

1994) (“From the vantage of an officer whose life is jeopardized, a potential arrestee who is 

neither physically subdued nor compliantly yielding remains capable of generating surprise, 

aggression, and death.”).   

Again, it is clear that Defendant Riano’s decision to take Plaintiff to the ground was an 

act completely consistent with the Fourth Amendment. Plaintiff ignored Defendant Riano’s 

requests to stand away from the vehicle while he was conducting a lawful search. Such 

obstructionist conduct obviously placed Agent Ramirez in fear for his safety and gave him just 

cause to use force. See Deville v. Marcantel, 567 F.3d 156, 169 (5th Cir. 2009) (per curiam) 

(“Officers may consider a suspect’s refusal to comply with instructions during a traffic stop in 

assessing whether physical force is needed to effectuate the suspect’s compliance.”); see also 

United States v. Merkley, 988 F.2d 1062, 1064 (10th Cir. 1993) (holding that the police officers’ 

drawing of firearms and use of handcuffs was a reasonable use of force under the 

circumstances); United States v. Hardnett, 804 F.2d 353, 357 (6th Cir. 1986) (“Where the 

display or use of arms is viewed as ‘reasonably necessary for the protection of the officers,’ the 

courts have generally upheld investigative stops made at gunpoint.”); United States v. Taylor, 
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716 F.2d 701, 708-709 (9th Cir. 1983) (drawing gun, ordering defendant to lie face down in ditch 

and handcuffing him was reasonable where, in investigatory stop, defendant repeatedly refused 

to obey orders and made furtive movements with his hands). And, as stated above, in light of 

Plaintiff’s noncompliance, there was good reason for Defendant Riano to believe that Plaintiff 

was an immediate threat to his safety, as well as the safety of his partner. See Menuel v. City of 

Atlanta, 25 F.3d 990, 995 (11th Cir. 1994) (“From the vantage of an officer whose life is 

jeopardized, a potential arrestee who is neither physically subdued nor compliantly yielding 

remains capable of generating surprise, aggression, and death.”). Accordingly, the Court should 

easily conclude that the actions of Defendant Riano were “‘objectively reasonable’ in light of the 

facts and circumstances confronting them, without regard to their underlying intent or 

motivation.” Graham, 490 U.S. at 397; see Draper v. Reynolds, 369 F.3d 1270, 1278 (11th Cir. 

2004) (finding no excessive force when an officer tased a stopped truck driver, and the driver, 

who had been instructed to step behind his vehicle, “was hostile, belligerent, and uncooperative,” 

yelled at the officer, and refused to comply with five commands to retrieve certain documents 

from his vehicle); United States v. Fisher, 364 F.3d 970, 973 (8th Cir. 2004) (“It is well 

established . . . that when officers are presented with serious danger in the course of carrying out 

an investigative detention, they may brandish weapons or even constrain the suspect with 

handcuffs in order to control the scene and protect their safety.”). 

In sum, judging this situation “from the perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene, 

rather than with the 20/20 vision of hindsight,” Graham, 490 U.S. at 396, it is clear that 

Defendant Riano’s actions were neither excessive nor unreasonable in light of clearly established 

law at the time of the incident in question. See also Plumhoff v. Rickard, 134 S. Ct. 2012, 2020 

(2014) (recognizing that the question of qualified immunity is analyzed “from the perspective ‘of 
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a reasonable officer on the scene, rather than with the 20/20 vision of hindsight’” and that 

“‘police officers are often forced to make split-second judgments—in circumstances that are 

tense, uncertain, and rapidly evolving—about the amount of force that is necessary in a particular 

situation’” (quoting Graham, 490 U.S. at 396-97)). When dealing with an uncooperative subject, 

as took place “[u]nder these circumstances, a reasonable officer could well fear for his safety and 

that of others nearby.” Reese v. Anderson, 926 F.2d 494, 501 (5th Cir. 1991). This is especially 

true in this case where the individually-named defendant is a Customs and Border Protection 

Officer who “[is] often forced to make split-second judgments-in circumstances that are tense, 

uncertain, and rapidly evolving-about the amount of force that is necessary in a particular 

situation.” Graham, 490 U.S. at 396–397; see also United States v. Rideau, 969 F.2d 1572, 1575 

(5th Cir. 1992) (“We are unwilling to tie the hands of police officers operating in potentially 

dangerous situations by precluding them from taking reasonable steps to ensure their safety when 

they have legitimately detained an individual.”). It must be further emphasized that even though 

the facts in the complaint are viewed in a light most favorable to Plaintiff, “the burden remains 

on [Plaintiff] ‘to negate the [qualified immunity] defense once properly raised.’” Poole, 691 F.3d 

at 630 (quoting Brumfield v. Hollins, 551 F.3d 322, 326 (5th Cir. 2008)); Pierce v. Smith, 117 

F.3d 866, 872 (5th Cir. 1997) (“We do not require that an official demonstrate that he did not 

violate clearly established federal rights; our precedent places that burden upon plaintiffs.” 

(internal quotation marks omitted)). Because Plaintiff has failed to plead a clearly established 

violation of Constitutional law, the Court should conclude that Defendant Riano is entitled to 

qualified immunity. See Saucier, 533 U.S. at 202.4 

                                                 
4 Although Defendant Riano does not raise the defense in the instant motion to dismiss, he 
reserves the right to move for dismissal or summary judgment in the future on the basis that 
Plaintiff’s complaint is barred by 19 U.S.C. § 482(b).  
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CONCLUSION 
 
 For the foregoing reasons, the complaint should be dismissed with prejudice. 

 

        Respectfully submitted, 

        KENNETH MAGIDSON 
        United States Attorney 
 
      By:  s/ Virgil H. Lewis, II    
        VIRGIL H LEWIS, II 
        Assistant United States Attorney 
        Federal ID No. 15314039 
        State Bar ID No. 1531 
        Southern District of Texas 
        One Shoreline Plaza 
        800 North Shoreline Blvd., Suite 500 
        Corpus Christi, Texas 78401 
        (361) 888-3111 
        (361) 888-3200 (Facsimile) 
        Virgil.Lewis@usdoj.gov (Email) 
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